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Anyone assessing ���� Hiltor 's record in 1918  would have rated him a poor prospect to become even a

shop foreman in civilian life. 'Assessing'  means...................

performing evaluating revealing coordinating

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Communication informs when it alters the receiver's understanding of something or the types of

choices a receiver might make. 'Alter' means....................

achieve measure change indicate

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The organization also builds a reservoir of loyalties which it may trigger in times of stress when it

becomes necessary to call upon members for unusual sacrifices. 'loyalty' means being true

and...................... .

random  faithful offensive illegal 

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Instructional communication occurs quite comonly between peers, as well as between supervisors

and subordinates. 'peer'  means a person who is ..................... to others in rank.

worse smaller larger  equal 

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

New traffic regulations have not been in force very long. 'in force'  means.......................

deceptive universal effective typical

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Of the four types of validity defined by the American Psychological Association, two can be

assessed through reference of a correlation................. .

separation coefficient  refusal  deletion

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

he occupied the pinnacle posi(on of the factory at the age of 25. 'pinnacle'  means........

smallest lowest special highest 

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The scientific method is the mechanism by  which poorly conceived or executed research is denied

legitimacy. 'Executed' means.......................

completed changed removed rejected

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

with so many .............. , the exact cost is difficult to estimate. 

vary varies variables variblely

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word bureau is usually accompanied by the name of a particular agency, such as

travel .................. .

bureau member  skill ability

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a ................... between an individual's height and weight. There is a mutual relationship

between them.

manipulation predilection correlation resolution

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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We have ......................... with the national group. That is, we have attachment to it.

verification motivation revolution affiliation

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ............... have been making decisions about the future of the company. They are the top

persons of the company.

executives workers employees subordinates

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The relationship between politics and administration is and should be characterized as

institutional "interaction" rather  than ''.............."

equation dichotomy disputation legitimacy

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Since errors in the findings of applied researchers have an impact upon our lives, we must argue

that the issues of reliability and validity are more important. 'Since' means............... .

although therefore before because

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Charismatic authority refers to the ability to dominate and lead others to an unusual degree.

'Authority'  means........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The reliability of a multiple item scale can be demonstrated by reference to one or another

measure of reliability. 'reliability' means........

��������� ������� ������ ������
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Leadership and the qualities it demands have puzzled and purplexed an administrative theorist

over the course of time. 'Administrative' means.......

�����  ��� !�� ����� ����"�
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The use of quantitative methods in public administration brings with it a concern with the

adequacy of measurement of key concepts in that research. 'Quantitative'  means.......

��#� ��$% �&�'! ��%
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In order to exercise leadership, one must believe in its possibilities. 'Exercise'  means.......
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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